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Regardless, any reduction in installed hydropower capacity,
resulting in increased thermal power production, will have a
negative impact on the environment.
For example,
the environment
could be negatively affected due to: increased emissions of
"greenhouse" gases (NOx, COX, SOx) and other atmospheric
pollutants
(eg. selenium),












as fly ash and spent nuclear fuel.
 
        
    





























encourage non-structural management measures,
such as
conservation and off peak usage.
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 APPROACH OF THE WORK GROUP
2.1 Outline of General study Approach
Identified primary hydropower interests to work as associates
with the work group.
Held meetings with the work group associates to discuss the
study, its objectives and tasks that the associates could
perform. The associates (Appendix A) provided input to this
paper, especially Sections 4,5,6, and 7.
Contacted the Department of Energy, Energy Information Office;
Statistics Canada; individual utilities and the electric
Regional Reliability Councils for information on power plants,
including location, generating capacity, interconnections,
types of fuel used, fuel origins, fuel destinations, mode of
fuel transport. This information is presented in Appendices
C, D, and L.
Performed a literature search through the Buffalo District
librarian of the available studies of the impacts of
fluctuating water levels on the electric utility industry.
The literature is included in the references, Appendix B. The
methodology and conclusions of several of these studies are
reviewed in Section 4.2.
Performed a literature search through the Buffalo District
librarian of the available models to assess impacts of
fluctuating water levels on the electric utility industry.
Contacted and held meetings with representatives of the New
York Power Pool (NYPP), Ontario Hydro and Hydro-Quebec to
obtain information on industry operations and to determine the
impacts of fluctuating levels on electric reliability
(Appendix K).
Contacted representative thermal interests to obtain
perceptions of impacts. A copy of the questionnaire
circulated to Ontario Hydro, New York State Electric and Gas
Corp. and Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. is presented in Appendix
E.
Identified sub-class interests (Appendix M). Some of the
identified sub-class interests were contacted to obtain their
views regarding impacts of fluctuating water levels.
Successive drafts of the working paper were preparedbased on



















































3. DESCRIPTION OF THE INTEREST CLASS






















Study are defined as groups, including specialized mission
agencies of governments, which (I) perceive that their
constituents welfare is influenced by lake level fluctuation or
policies and measures to address lake level fluctuation, and (2)
are willing and able to enter the decision making process to
protect the welfare of their constituents. The primary interest
class is the electric power generating industry, whose
constituents are its customers. A full list of the primary
interests is given in Appendix L.
Hydropower plants owned by the primary interests use the levels
and flows of the Great Lakes and connecting channels to generate
electricity or indirectly as a source of water for pumped
storage. Thermal power plants owned by the primary interests use
the levels and flows of the Great Lakes and connecting channels








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































effects of the same drought.
 Low lake levels could reduce the ability of water-borne commerce
to utilize ports, Great Lakes connecting channels and the St.
Lawrence River and therefore reduce shipments of fossil fuel
(Eberhardt, pers. comm.). The problem might be further
compounded by the fact that other regions of the country, like
the Mississippi, Ohio, and Missouri River Basins, likely would be
experiencing the same drought conditions as, for example, they
did in the 1930's. It is reasonable to expect that thermal
interests would be hard—pressed to meet their own load
commitments, let alone demands from the Great Lakes Basin.
This situation, in turn, would place an enormous burden upon
interest sub-classes including: interconnected utility industries
that can provide make-up power and energy; carriers that
transport fossil fuels to pick up the slack due to reduced water-
borne transport and natural resource producers that would need to
increase production to meet the increased demands occasioned by
the drought. It is expected that a large portion of the mid-west
and eastern 0.8. will be moderately to significantly affected.
Portions of Canada would be similarly affected.
Meetings held with interests at an Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) workshop in January 1989 (Appendix J), the New
York Power Pool (NYPP) in November 1988, Ontario Hydro in March
1989 and Hydro—Quebec in April 1989 (Appendix K) and a Corps of
Engineers Drought Conference held in October 1988 revealed that
the aforementioned scenario is of concern.
Hydropower interests on the lakes and tributaries generated less
power in 1988 than in the previous year due to lower Great Lakes
levels and dry conditions on the tributaries. However, record
breaking load demands were observed for several days in New York
state and Ontario. These record load demands largely were due to
increased use of air conditioners and fans. The New England
Power Pool (NEPOOL) request for power from the NYPP was denied
because of the need to meet load demands in New York State. The
New England utilities experienced some problems in meeting
demands during the summer of 1988 as a result. A survey of
Massachusetts businesses referenced in (35) (sample size not
clearly reported) found that power shortages in the summer of
1988 cost 100 companies a total of $87 million dollars in lost
business and productivity. Furthermore, a survey of 300
Massachusetts businesses conducted in June, 1988 by the Greater
Boston Chamber of Commerce (referenced in (35)) showed that "93%
think Massachusetts's economy will suffer a slowdown if power
problems aren’t alleviated".
Some of the thermal plants in New York State violated air and
water discharge permit requirements during the summer of 1988,
but received waivers to avoid plant shutdown. The st. Lawrence
River at Montreal, Quebec, one of the most critical sections of
the St. Lawrence Seaway, was within one foot of its alert depth,
the depth below which navigation interests would begin to
experience losses due to light loading and difficult navigation

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(expected value) terms, and in extrapolating actions that may be
valid for individuals or small groups in times of relative
plenty, to arbitrary size groups in times that may reflect
shortage.
Examples of system problems were evident in New England and
Quebec in 1988. New England was denied power from the NYPP in
the summer of 1988 as a consequence of the need to meet load
demands in New York State (Appendix K). As a result, New England
utilities had problems meeting demand (35). There is no "on
demand" interconnection solution to this problem. Also, Hydro-
Quebec, normally an aggressive interconnected exporter, bought
800 mW of winter backup, partly because of lower than expected
reservoir supplies (48, Appendix K). These problems are
discussed in more detail below (Sections 4.3, 4.4).
The Wisconsin study (62) considered a number of scenarios of
diversions out of the Great Lakes. A diversion of 10,000 cfs out
of Lake Superior had the following impacts on mean lake levels:
Superior, -.59 ft; Michigan-Huron, -.70 ft.; Erie, -.48 ft. Lake
Ontario was not analysed. Based on the methods and data either













































Uses study (63) of a 5,000 cfs diversion out of Superior. Mean










































were the same as in (2).
An example of a 30,000 cfs diversion, considered to be the upper
limit of feasibility, resulted in the following impacts on mean












































































































































































































































































































































































 next 25 years Crissman calculates a "short run" (17 year planning
horizon) average annual cost of $55 million (1988). By the end
of the 25 year period, the so-called "long-run" average annual
costs are on the order of $160 million (1988). Furthermore,
presently planned industry efforts towards demand management may
be offset and even exceeded by the impacts of the assumed change.
It is interesting to recall period of record possibilities of
even greater declines for Erie, such as the two year decline of
almost 3 ft. between 1987 and 1989. Under Sanderson’s (16)
scenario, Lake Erie's monthly minimumcould be 5.31 ft. below the
period of record mean level. Thus, it is entirely possible that
Crissman’s 25-year event could be compressed into 2 or 3 years,
and the estimated $160 million cost per year in the distant
future could turn into an almost $250 million cost per year in
the near future. Add the fact that Great Lakes Basin
precipitation for 1988 was slightly above average, and Lake Erie
still declined, (due most likely to increased evaporation during
the summer drought), further reveals the nature of interest
sensitivity.
The Crissman study assumedthat climatic change would increase
average summer demandand decrease average winter demand in New
York State, resulting in a zero net change in annual energy
requirements. Possible impacts on peak summer and winter load
requirements, and resultant implications were not explicitly
considered.
The use of smoothed, averaged data from the past with linear,
reversible models is an important focus point. The average per
se is the one thin that is practically never experienced. In
living systems (which is what the human economy must be) things
can go beyond the point of no return.
What is of critical importance are the transient extrema, that
may or may not be associated with the instability of a changing
(non-stationary) mean or average environmental condition, like
climate and related factors relevant to this discussion. The
nature of the possible behaviour of the coupled environment-
economy system, together with all the interests contained
therein, will be qualitatively different at extrema. There are
system reliability thresholds whose approach and exceedence can
lead to irreversible events with truly non-linear aspects.
Interest capacity to absorb economic and other impacts is
limited.
When only two sets of average conditionsare considered, like
before climatic change or diversion, and after these events, the
impacts on interests may appear relatively minor. However, the
ability of the interest to "weather" the conditions that exist as
the systems move between the two sets of avera e conditions,
including possible transient extremes of relative short duration
for which the interest or system lacks sufficient reserve or
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 The system would meet demands provided the decrease in hydropower
capaCity was not large and the demand did not increase
significantly. However, during the drought conditions in the
summer of 1988 the NYPP and Ontario Hydro experienced record
breaking load demands for a short period of time. Ontario Hydro
resorted to public appeals to reduce power demand. These appeals
resulted in a demand reduction of approximately 200 mw (Appendix
L). The New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) request for power from
the NYPP was denied because of the need to meet demands in New
York State. There is some concern in New England over the
economic and social impacts should NEPOOL utilities be unable to
meet current and future demands (35).
A Public Service Co. of Indiana coal-fired plant that withdraws
cooling water from a river just outside the Great Lakes Basin had
to temporarily shut down operation in the summer of 1988, in
part, due to a lack of cooling water availability. The plant
also suffered pump damage due tocavitation and siltation
problems assoc1ated with the low water levels (40). This example
emphasizes two points. First, thermal plants may experience
problems of their own during droughtconditions and therefore may
not be able to pick up the reduction in hydropower capacity.
Secondly, although systems may be linked by a transmission
network, if drought conditions are widespread, it may not be
possible to obtain power from other systems.
c. Increase/decrease in hydropower secondary energy due to
high/low water levels which results in decreased/increased
thermal fuel requirements. Secondary energy may be sold to other
utilities in lieu of burning fossil fuels. Furthermore,
utilization of available hydro generated power is economically
beneficial for a utility and its customers. The cost of
thermally generatedmake—up power can be several times greater
than the cost of lost hydropower generation(8, 14).
The State of New York Public Service Commission has estimated
that the state-wide average unit cost for replacement of Niagara
Power Project and St. Lawrence-FDR Project generation by thermal
generation is $30000/GWH (1987 dollars)(14). This estimate
considered the fixed costsof capacity and transmission and the
variable costs of fuel, operation and maintenance. As noted in
(b), above, if widespread drought conditions are experienced,
thermal plants may not be able to meet the increased demand
associated with a large reduction in hydropower capacity. This
could result in power shortages.
d. Reduced/increased head for hydropower generation due to
high/low tailwater elevations for projects on connecting channels
and high/low lake levels for projects along the lakes and
tributaries. The power interests have indicatedthat the impacts






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































operations in the summer of 1988, in part, due to a lack of
cooling water. Niagara Mohawk’s Huntley plant draws cooling
water from the Niagara River. Low water levels combined with
northeast winds twice produced a situation in 1964 (Mar. 16, Dec.
4) where therewas a danger of not maintaining adequate pump
suction submergence (68). There is a possibility that generating
units would have to be shut down under such circumstances.
Plants drawing cooling water from connecting channels and
tributaries also could experience increased pumping costs and
siltation problems due to low levels.
g. Reduced/increased generation capacity at thermal plants due
to higher/lower cooling water temperatures resulting from
low/high levels and flows. The interests generally agree that
generating capacity could be impaired by higher cooling water
temperatures. A reduction in generating capacity could result
from two factors: i) a decrease in generating efficiency due to
higher cooling water temperatures; and ii) legislative
restrictions on effluent temperatures. These effluent
restrictions would have a higher probability of being exceeded if
intake temperatures are warmer. Plants may reduce load in order
to meet effluent temperature regulations.
The magnitude of capacity reduction and the critical intake
cooling water temperature above which capacity is reduced varies
from plant to plant. Coal, oil and nuclear plants contacted in
New York State and Ontario reported critical temperatures ranging
from 70—80 degrees F (39, 52, 53, 55, 68, Adomkoski, pers.
comm.). An estimate of the absolute magnitude of capacity
reduction for a given increase above the critical temperature is
not available from all thermal plants contacted. For example,
the backpressure in the condensor at New York State Electric and
Gas' Somerset coal-fired plant should never exceed 5 in. Hg. The
backpressure is cooling water temperature and load dependent, and
above a 77 degrees F critical temperature the backpressure
exceeds 5 in. Hg. The generated load must be reduced to bring
the pressure below 5 in. Hg if a cooling water temperature of 77
degrees F (or greater) is observed. However, no absolute load
reduction estimate for the plant is available (54).
Output capacity at Niagara Mohawk's Oswego oil-fired plant would
be reduced by approximately 3% at intake temperatures of 80
degrees F because of decreased generating efficiency (Adomkoski,
pers. comm.). This critical temperature was observed at times
during the summer of 1987. Degradation of output capacity would
occur rapidly should intake temperatures exceed 80 degrees F,
although the absolute magnitude of capacity reduction is unknown
(Adomkoski, pers. comm.). Output capacity at Ontario Hydro's
Nanticoke coal-fired plant is reduced by up to 3% at a critical
temperature of 73.4 degrees F because of decreased generating
efficiency (53; Wright, pers. comm.). This temperature is
observed every summer during warm days. The reduction in output
capacity would be greater than 3% at higher intake temperatures,
but a quantitative relationship between temperature and capacity
loss is not available (Wright, pers. comm.). As a rule of thumb,































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 43 exceedences, 1988 - 19 exceedences; Lambton, 1987 -5
exceedences, 1988 - 23 exceedences; Bruce, 1988 -14 exceedences.





















violations. Increases in receiving water body temperatures of
less than 15 degrees F, due to cooling water discharge, are



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The ability of thermal power plants to make up demands not met by
hydropower due to low water levels could be affected by:
1) higher intake cooling water temperatures
2) inability to obtain cooling water
3) restricted ability to obtain raw materials
4) unforeseen increases in demand
Generating capacity may be reduced by higher cooling water
temperatures.
The magnitude of capacity reduction and the
critical temperature




Reductions in capacity of up to 3% have
been
observed at some plants and as a general rule of thumb,
plants in
the Ontario Hydro
system would experience a loss in generating
capacity of approximately 10% for every 1.8 degree F increase
above an intake temperature of 75 degrees F.
Reductions in
generating capacity therefore would be greater than 3% at higher
water temperatures.
Several interests have noted that warmer
cooling water could be a concern.
The work group concurs,
and it
is suggested that the possible impacts of warmer cooling water
should be evaluated more fully.
Water temperatures associated
with climatic change are not being investigated (Eberhardt, pers.
comm.), but this may be useful
information to obtain in Phase II.
Power plants drawing cooling water from the Great Lakes are less
likely to have problemsthan those located on smaller
tributaries. As noted in Section 4.3, an isolated case of
cooling water problems forcing the shutdown of a thermal plant
was reported in Indiana last summer.
Under an extended drought
scenario, such occurrences could become more widespread.
Lower water levels may restrict water transport of fuel materials
to some thermal plants, althou h most of the problems would
probably be associated with trips through connecting channels and
up tributaries (40).
As noted from Appendices C and D, the
states of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and Michigan and the
province of Ontario could experience the greatest negative
impacts with respect to the inability to ship coal by water.
Simple multiplication of the percentage of water-transported coal
(Appendix D) by the state percentage of coal-fired power
(Appendix C) shows that for Ohio, Pennsylvania, Indiana and
Michigan 38%, 14%, 24% and 21% of the total state power capacity,
respectively, could be impacted in some way.
These numbers are
worst case scenarios and these results do not mean, for example,
that Ohio would experience a 38% reduction in capacity.
The
numbers do suggest, however, that a maximum of 38% of Ohio
electric power could be impacted in some way (eg. higher costs or
generation reductions).
The high air temperatures experienced during the summer drought
of 1988 resulted in record load demands in New York State and
Ontario (Appendix K).
These record demands largely were
associated with increased use of air conditioners and fans.
A

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 the public to pay higher rates to help defray costs. However,
for long term environmental "good health" it may be necessary to
introduce measures such as higher rates or tax incentives to pay
for best pollution technology. This approach apparently is being
pursued by Ontario Hydro (60).
4.5.4 Planning
The most important and encompassing determinant of the
sensitivity of interests to water fluctuations is the planning
approach and context. This includes quite a number of factors,
with the following being viewed as the most important for present
purposes (34, 19, 14, 10).
1) The scale, complexity, diversity, interconnectedness (and
interdependence), age profile, and operating margins of
the generation and transmission networks.
2) Approach to viewing demand growth, scale, and volatility;
capacity growth and scale, and risk-taking.
3) Views on the importance of the atmospheric forcing
variables that drive water fluctuations, including
drought and heat.
4) Views and approaches to environmental stresses like acid
rain, global climatic warming and stratospheric ozone
depletion.
5) The extent of self-regulation, adaptive capabilities, and
contingency plans to respond to prolonged environmental
stress and associated positive feedbacks.
6) Philosophy and approach to conservation and demand
management as corporate goals, with emphasis on the
marketing of power engineering expertise directed towards
turning generating capacity into free energy, as opposed
to just marketing power.
7) Assumptions about feasibility and sustainability of
growth scenarios, and system resilience to errors.
From meetings held with the interests and from interest planning
documents and reliability assessments, some observations on these
factors can be made. Planning contexts are dominated by
growth scenariosthat are increasingly volatile, and imprecise or
uncertain, with no evident concern for physical feasibility or
sustainability. These scenarios are based on smoothed or
averaged historical data used to estimate simple models that are
linear and reversible. The models are then extrapolated without
consideration of qualitative changes (eg. changes in scale and
density) in the socio-environmental system and the nature of
these changes in relation to space and time. Weather is assumed
to be average. However, prolonged heat and/or drought may lead
to increased use of air conditioning as well as other demand
increases. A reduction in hydropower, and perhaps thermal power,
also may be experienced. Finally, increased env1ronmental
problems of air pollution and water pollution may occur. These
factors may interact in positive feedback under the prolonged
drought scenario, but such interactions are not con51dered in the





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Ontario Hydro has suggested that demand reductions of 1000-4000
mW may be possible by the year 2000 due to increased efficiency
in use (7). This compares with an existing and committed total
capacity of about 32400 mw (about 26000 mW reliable peak) by
1993. Additional power needs by the year 2000 may range between
2600-9300 mW and by 2005 between 5500-15900 mw.
Conservation and demand management efforts in both countries lack
aggressiveness despite continued utility warnings about impending
supply-demand gaps, and the large literature on the waste of
energy, including electricity (eg. 64, 65, 66). This situation
reinforces the observation that planning is biased towards growth
despite all the real financial and environmental risks that such
a course entails. There is no deliberate strategic plan to make
things happen through "anticipate and prevent", except perhaps
lobbying for relief from regulations. Moreover, there has been
little evidence of carefully thought out drought contingency
plans; and until recently, little account taken of greenhouse gas
emissions and their links to climatic change and ac1d rain (34,
7, 10, Appendix J, 50).
In overview, the planning approach and context, and operational
imperatives of the interest create a system that is sensitive to
changes that push the variables of the system to their extreme
operating limits (34). This fact, combined with the tendencies
of the underlying habits of thought, institutions, and
regulations, will make the system more and more prone to serious
or catastrophic breakdown (34). In considering this, it is
important to look at the larger system level. Events that can be
predicted at the larger level may be relatively unpredictable
from study of only a small subsystem (34, 19).
The real phenomena that should be planned for are not experienced
as smoothed averages of past history. Also, while system
responses to stress appear to have many thresholds up to which
linearity is seen, once thresholds are exceeded, the effects may
be non-linear, or irreversible, or cumulative, or lagged, or
compounding, or even synergistic. Moreover, system crashes or
catastrophes are by definition non-linear, with effects that may
be any or all of the foregoing. Avoidance of such events is a
matter of informed prudence. It would be unfortunate, if despite
understanding sufficient to foresee the harmful event, in











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Benefits to power production from a control structure at the Lake
Erie outlet would have to be weighed against the costs (economic,
social, political, environmental) of the structure before
hydropower interests would be eager to be sponsors. The electric
power work group concurs in the above assessment.
Government policy for regulation of the shoreline and development
of shoreline management plans also would be affected by this
measure.
This measure may not be sufficient to offset all of the negative
effects of low water levels associated with a severe and
prolonged drought. Nonstructural measures such as voltage
reductions, public appeals and even scheduled blackouts might be
needed to reduce peak demands.
5.1.2 Heasure 1.2-Interbasin Diversions
Measures of this type, like the Chicago diversion, would have
negative effects on the hydropower primary interests if the
diversions bypass the hydropower projects. All of the hydropower
projects on the connecting channels utilize essentially 100% of
the flow available for power. Any reduction in flow will reduce
their ability to generate both firm and secondary energy,
depending upon the level and flow conditions (high/low) in the
channels at the time. Diversions into the Great Lakes such as
the Long Lac-Ogoki have had a positive impact on most interests.
Additional such diversions would increase positive impacts.
5.2 Type II-Public Investment to Direct Land and Water Use to
Adapt to Shore fluctuating Levels
5.2.1 Measure II.1-Barrier Island Construction
Power plants that are subject to flooding due to set-up and waves
on top of high lake levels are expected to be the only interests
affected by barrier islands constructed in the lakes, just
offshore from damageable property. However, since barrier
islands would be a local measure and power plants are normally
removed from areas of concern to other interests, it is unlikely
that any benefits would accrue to the power industry from such
measures. Barrier island construction to protect individual
power plants might not be cost effective unless water levels were
to rise above maximum historical levels. Barrier island
construction to protect other interests might benefit the power
industry if it allowed for water levels to remain higher relative
to the "do nothing" condition.
34
  


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.4 Type Iv-Public Programs to Indirectly InfluenceLand and
Iater or the Effects of Fluctuating Levels
5.4.1 Measure Iv.1-Interest Rate Subsidy Loan
Implementation of this measure is not expected to affect the
electrical generating industry.
5.4.2 Measure IV.2-Rea1 Estate Disclosure
Implementation of this measure is not expected to affect the
electrical generating industry.
5.4.3 Heasure IV.3-Tax Abatement Program
Implementation of this measure is not expected to affect the
electrical generating industry.
5.5 Type v-Bmergency Response Capacity
5.5.1 xeasure v.1-Emergency Band Bag and Dyking Assistance
Implementation of this measure is not expected to affect the
electrical generating industry.
5.5.2 Measure v.2-8torm Forecasting
Implementation of this measure in general is not expected to
affect the electrical generating industry. However, in the
absence of Lake Erie regulation, improved storm forecasting
techniques would provide some benefit to hydropower interests on
the Niagara River, and possibly other locations. Accurate
forecasts of storm induced water level and river flow changes
would allow for more efficient utilization of the water available
for hydropower generation. The incremental benefits of improved










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 deterministic approaches, unless of course the decision makers
can afford to absorb the loss if their decision is incorrect.
-
c. As mentioned previously, the possibility of simulating major
system perturbations or disturbances using real data from 1987
and 1988 and control room monitors, much like aircraft
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































provide enough make-up power when levels and flows fall below
design levels.
Indications of the possible severity of this low flow scenario
were observed during the summer of 1988.
The NYPP and Ontario
Hydro experienced record breaking load demands for a short period
of time. Hydropower production was less than in previous years
because of lower levels and flows on the Great Lakes and
tributaries. Ontario Hydro also had generating units down for
maintenance. As a result, Ontario Hydro resorted to public
appeals to reduce power demand. The New England Power Pool
request for power from the NYPP was denied because of the need to
meet demands in New York State.
New England utilities instituted
voltage reductions to avoid total power outages.
Utilities
outside the Great Lakes Basin also were affected.
For example, a
Public Service Co. of Indiana coal-fired plant that is located on
a tributary just outside the basin had to temporarily shut down
operations last summer in part due to a lack of cooling water.
The plant also suffered pump damage due to cavitation and
siltation as a result of low water levels.
These examples were
isolated incidents, but they clearly indicate that during
widespread drought conditions, power may not be as reliable as it
has been. Furthermore, the effects of more stringent
environmental regulations may compound generation problems.
In summary, within a range of fluctuations around the long term
averages, the interests can reliably generate electric power to
meet current demands with attendant environmental, social and
economic impacts.
However, in the event of low levels and flows,
such as those observed in the 1930’s and 1960’s, adverse social
and economic consequences could be experienced because of
widespread brownouts and blackouts.
Any increase in thermal
power production due to a decrease in installed hydropower output
will have a negative impact on the environment.
Structural measures probably would do little to ameliorate the
adverse consequences associated with extreme low levels.
Representatives from the New York Power Authority, Ontario Hydro
and Hydro-Quebec are unsure about the effects of a structural
measure such as SON and associated operational plans in the
absence of modelling.
However, they did express a desire to
participate in the development and evaluation of such a plan.
Demand management and public information programs may provide the
greatest flexibility to meet possible adverse consequences
associated with extreme low water levels.
This work group has found the effects of drought on the electric
utility industry in the Great Lakes Basin are potentially severe
enough to warrant proceeding with Phase II efforts.
The study
should continue if for no other reason than to describe physical
and environmental processes that are taking place.
The public
needs to know that there are extremes expected,
how extreme
conditions might be and the possible non-structural alternatives
that could be implemented to help cope with extremes. It also is
recommended that the Project Management Team meets soon to
develop a plan of study for Phase II and to develop a drought
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LAKE COUNTXIS. ‘ OF TOTAL STAT! GENERATING CAPACITY
(BY PRIMARY GENERATING SOURCE)
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DISTRIBUTION NITHODB 0! GOAL TO THE ELECTRIC INDUSTRY,
8! STATE
Method State
New Penn Ohio Wiscon Ind
York
Rail
Tons 6834 11997 11788 17597 23125
8 86.4 28.0 23.6 92.6 61.1
Truck
Tons 1059 8722 7970 -- 4988
% 13.5 20.4 15.9 -- 13.2
River
Tons 15 11238 22210 1028 9715
% 0.2 26.2 44.4 5.4 25.7
G.Lak.
Tons —— -- 23 385 --
4 —- —— - 2 O --
Tram -- 10884 7990 -- --
8 -- 25.4 16.0 -- --
Total















note: Tons are thousands of short tons and t is of the total tons distributed




QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ELECTRIC UTILITIES
1. Please list individual plants, type of facility, and indicate
location on the lakeshore or on a tributary near the lakeshore
(include thermal and hydro generating stations and specify water
body).
2. Please provide information at the individual plant level about
the distribution methods for the primary and alternate energy
sources (eg. percentage of coal received by water, rail, truck)
and also the source of these materials (eg. company name and/or
location).
3. What are the invert elevations of the cooling water intake
pipes for the individual plants? At what intake temperature
would cooling capacity be impaired? How would this affect
generating capac1ty? (eg. by what percentage could capacity be
reduced)?
4. What type of cooling system (eg. direct flow through to lake
or river, cooling pond, wet tower) is used at the individual
thermal plants?
5. For each thermal plant please indicate the volume of intake
water that is consumed in the cooling process (eg. due to
evaporation).
6. Were there any difficulties in meeting firm power commitments
during the past two summers (1987 and 1988) at any facility?
7. Was there any impact on the cost of generating electricity
during the past two summers due to low water levels (eg.
increased expense in obtaining raw materials)?
8. If the dry trendcontinued for several years, what would be
the effect? Particular references should be made to raw materials
and water availability (eg. for intakes and cooling). Please
include a reference elevation below which individual plants might
experience problems meeting firm commitments.
9. Has a drought contingency plan been formulated? For example,
if hydro capacity was cut back by 50%, could thermalplants
(including nuclear) take up the slack? If not, where would the
required power be obtained?
10. At what lake or river elevation would there be problems with
individual plant flooding? Have these elevations been observed in
the past?
11. At high water elevations (eg. elevations higher than those
observed in the summers of 1985 and 1986), would there be a
problem with receipt or handling of raw materials in the case of




















































































































































































































































































































BOUNDARIES OF THE REGIONAL RELIABILITY COUNCILS THAT FORM NERC AND
INTERCONNECTION CAPACITIES BETWEEN RELIABILITY COUNCILS
ECAR
East Central Area Reliability
Coardination Agreement
ERCOT






Mid-Continent Area Power Pool
NPCC
Northeast Power Coordinating Council
SERC




Western Systems Coordinating Council
AFFILIATE
ASCC
Alaska Systems Coardinating Council
The North American Electric Reliability
Council (NERC) was formed in 1968 by the
electric utilities to promote the RELIABlLlTY
of their generation and transmission systems
NERC consrsts 0' nine Regional Reliability
Councils and one affiliate encompassing
virtually all oi the electric systems in the
United States. Canada. and the northern
portion oi Baja Catitomia. Mexico
Interconnection Capacities Betaeen leigbboring Reliability Councils
TRLISFKR CAPABILITY-HI
WK W131 [111111001201
[CAR TO IAAC 600 2000
[CAR T0 IPCC 1150 i 2000
(IYPP)
[CAR T0 [All 4000 4000
I040 FRO! IAAC 4000 4000
[Oil 400! lPCC 2450 3500
(IYPP)





















to actual eysteas conditions including generation dispatch or
load distribution, load level, aaintenance requireaent, etc.
Iefereace: 51 Siallar iaioraation for other reliability




































































































































































































































































































































        
  
 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIRST-LINK INTERCONNECTION 'ITH NEIGHBORING NETWORKS
WITHIN QUEBEC
Aluminum Company of Canada Ltd (ALCAN)
La Compagnie d’energie MacLaren - Quebec
La Compagnie hydroelectrique Manicougan
La Compagnie de Papier Quebec North Shore Ltee
Gulf Power Company
WITH OTHER PROVINCES IN CANADA
Cornwall Electric
Churchill Falls (Labrador) Corporation
Cedars Rapids Transmission Company Ltd
New BrunswickElectric Power Commission
Ontario Hydro
WITH THE UNITED STATES
Boston Edison Company (member of NEPOOL)
Citizens Utilities Company
Montaup Electric Company (member of NEPOOL)
New England Power Pool (NEPOOL)
Niagara Mohawk Power Company
New York Power Authority (NYPA)



























































Great Lakes Power Company
Cornwall Electric
Canadian Niagara Power
WITH OTHER PROVINCES IN CANADA
Hydro-Quebec
Manitoba Hydro



















































NEW YORK POWER AUTHORITY
FIRST-LINK INTERCONNECTION IITH NEIGHBORING NETWORKS
WITHIN NEW YORK STATE
New York State Electric & Gas
Rochester Gas & Electric
Niagara Mohawk Power Corp.
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp.
Con Edison
Orange & Rockland
Long Island Lighting Company
WITH OTHER STATES





















RESEARCH CONCERNS IDENTIFIED DURING BPRI WORKSHOP
ATLANTA, GA
JANUARY 10-11, 1989
Lack of cooling water for thermal power plants.
Fossil fuel transportation.
Sell generation technologies to foreign countries to improve
eff1c1encies.
Educate public.
Get the climate/meteorologic information necessary for utility
planning.
Model end use load shape.
Effect of climate change on population distribution.
Environmental impacts of demand side management.
Alternative regulation options.





















Watershed and reservoir management - competitive uses.
Water temperature and quality.
Sea level rise - storms, salinity.
Sensitivity of streamflow to climate.

























QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS IRON NYPP MEETING
NOVEMBER 15, 1988
Bxisting Facilities
Q - Is it possible to list individual plants, type of
facility, and indicate location on lakeshore or on a
tributary near the lakeshore? Identify waterbody and
whether stations are thermal or hydro.
A - Yes, the individual utilities can be contacted. Other
sources of information include the New York State D.E.C.
SPDES permits, clean air and water act forms and the NYPP
Power Outlook report except for small hydro of less than 2
mW capacity.
Q - Is it possible to provide information at the individual
plant level about the distribution methods for the primary
and alternative energy sources (eg. coal received by water,
rail, and truck) and also the source of these materials
(eg. company name and/or location)?
A - Yes, but only for one point in time because the methods
and sources changewith contract renewals.
Q - What are the "efficiency standards", mentioned on page 5
of the NYPP 1988-2004 Electric Power Outlook report, by user
group and/or equipment and end-use?
A - For residential, there are the Federal Appliance
Standards of 1987 which are not being implemented until
1990/91. For commercial, the American Society of Heating
and Air Conditioning is developing standards. For industry,
there is presently no specific program for developing
efficiency standards. -
Notes: Expect 1,000-2,500 mW’s reduction in demand with
2,000 mw as the most likely b the year 2005 due to
efficiency standards. An additional 1,370 mW reduction in
summer peak is expected by the year 2004 due to demand
management in commercial and residential sectors. Each NYPP
member has their demand management plan on file with NYPSC.
Some of the types of management factors include shifting
demand from on to off peak, thermal storage air
conditioning, time of use rates, energy audits, low cost
financing of energy conservation measures, etc.
Q - How do the "efficiency standards" discussed in the NYPP
1988-2004 Electric Power Outlook report compare with what is
feasible using available technology, and what is technically
feasible?
A — Research is continuing into examining the potential



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Q - Can the general operational criteria and procedures for
production model decision making be explained and described?
A - Yes, but it is quite involved.
Q - How are plant factor modifications made within the
production model. Since many plants are capable of
producing additional energy, albeit at a higher price, from
a capacity perspective, does the model automatically adjust
the plant factor on a mill/kw or other basis?
A — Plant factor is a result of the historical operation and
not a model input.
Bnargy Salas And Purchases
Q - How are energy sales and purchases consummated?
what are the mechanics?) Are decisions made on an




Q - Are there contractual or priority agencies for energy
sales/purchase decisions? If so, can this information be
made available for the study?
A - Yes, the information is output from the model.
Q - Are sales/purchase records for 1988 available for IJC
study purposes?
A - NYPP keeps track of energy purchases and sales for total
years, but probably doesn't have prices. These may be
available from individual utilities.
Drought Planning And Operations (1930, 1988)
Q - What might be the effects of ice on hydropower
production on the Niagara and St. Lawrence Rivers if a
drought similar to that of the 1930’s were to occur?
A - Ice might affect cooling water intake abilities. On the
Niagara River, Huntley energy output was affected in 1961.
Q - Would it be possible to simulate the effects of 12 years
of 1930’s drought hydrology and temperatures on demand and
supply using currently availablemodels?
A - Yes.
Q - What was the demand/supply response to the record
setting heat wave during the summer of 1988? Did it set
summer energy records? All time records? How were energy
shortfalls, if any, made up?
A - Summer energy records were set and broken over a few
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A - No formal plan.
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 VII. High Iater Planning And Operations
1. Q - Is there a high water level contingency plan at the
member level of the NYPP?
A - No.
2. Q - At what lake or river level elevation would there be
problems with individual plant flooding? Have these
elevations been observed in the past?
A-This information might be available from the individual
members.
3. Q - At high water elevations (eg. elevations higher than
those observed in the summers of 1985 and 1986), would there
be a problem with receipt or handling of raw materials in
the case of thermal fac11ities or tailwater problems in the
case of hydro plants?
A — There might be some problems in some places. The
individual members should be contacted.
VIII. Impact or Measures Assessment
1. Q - How would the NYPP and the NYPA suggest we determine
impacts on energy supply and values for study purposes?
A - Through modeling. The NYPP could work together with WG
7 on this.
Ix. Points or Contact
1. Q - Can you provide the name and address of a person or
persons who could be contacted if additional information is
required?
A - Requests should be forwarded to Mr. Balet who will










































































































1,2,6 - A - The production models consider three time frames:
1) near term (today-tomorrow)
ii) a few days to a few weeks
iii) 5-6 years
i)
near term - Current conditions are re




transmission ability and water availability.
This model is
only useful
for the short term and is similar to a real-time
evaluation of the system.
Hour-to-hour scheduling could be
examined.
ii)
few days to a few weeks - This model considers water flows
for a several day to a several week period.
Specific data
on the current conditions of the system are required.
iii) 5-6 years - This model is used in the operational planning
process.
It looks at capacity and demand and also provides
an operational profile. Model output includes production
costs and loads, and this output is used to help establish
rate policies. Hourly numbers can be generated by this
model, but it was suggested that an examination of monthly
values would be sufficient to provide the information we
need. This model combines deterministic and stochastic
approaches.
Load side and resource side information is
required for this model, including:
Load Side Information - a profile of firm demands and
information on speculative demands.
Resource Side Information - nuclear model - 70,000 gWH
assumed available
’— planned outages - allowance for
forced outages is built in to the production model
- hydraulic model - the current































































































that can be moved around).

























































up time) and timing of demand.




















be necessary to purchase more expensive electricity.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































II. Energy Sales and Purchases
1. Q - How are energy sales and purchases consumated? (ie. what
are the mechanics?) Are decisions made on an availability,
financial, least cost, quid pro quo, etc. basis?
A - Agreements are set up for various types of sales.
CapaCity values are worked out in established agreements;
energy values are worked out at the time of sale. Firm export
purchases and sales are negotiated individually and are not
covered under agreements. Economy sales occur on an hour to
hour basis, when the energy is available from other utilities
that have excess. Economy sales can be cut off instantly
since the energy provided is produced by spinning reserves.
The utility generally pays 80% of the avoided costs for
energy, although to meet shortfalls they may pay more. Thus,
the consumation depends on the type of power needed (ie. long
term vs short term, economy or shortfall power).
Notes - a licence is not needed to sell power within Canada,
but a federal licence is needed to sell power outside Canada.
2. Q - Are there contractual or priority agencies for energy
sales/purchase decisions? If so, can this information be made
available for the study?
A - Ontario Hydro reports every month to the National Energy
Board on exports. The utility is required to sell above cost.
The utility can be audited by other utilities to make sure
sales costs are correct. In-house audits and audits by Price—
Waterhouse are also done.
3. Q - Are sales/purchase records for 1988 available for IJC
study purposes?
A - Yes, although sales/purchases change significantly from
year to year, and one year's data would not give an accurate
picture of the dynamics of sales and purchases.
III. Drought Planning and Operations
1. Q - Would it be possible to simulate the effects of 12 years
of 1930’s drought hydrology and temperatures on demand and
supply using currently available models?
A - Yes. The operations models would need the hydrology and
hydraulics for input.
Notes - the 6-8 week freshet period has a large effect on
hydraulic generation in Ontario. Approximately 50-60% of
Ontario Hydro's energy is of Great Lakes origin.






Q - What did the annual load shape factor look like for 1988?
Did the summer peak exceed the winter peak throughout most of
Ontario? Were record peak loads observed in the summer of
1988 as they were in New York State? How were energy
shortfalls, if any, made up?
A — The annual load shape was shown in provided handouts.
Record peak loads were observed in the summer of 1988, but the
demand was met. Ontario Hydro did have to operate fossil fuel
plants to a greater extent than wasexpected (see also
reference 60). There was little power available to be bought
from other utilities at this time. The summer peak exceeds
the winter around Toronto and Hamilton and also in the London-
Michigan corridor, but not in the rest of the province.
Q - Were there any difficulties in meeting firm power
commitments during the past two summers (1987 and 1988) at any
facility?
A - It was emphasized that we shouldn’tlook at individual
facilities, but rather, we should look at the entire system.
Ontario Hydro did have to resort to public appeals to reduce
demand last summer and this resulted in a demand decrease of
200 mW.
Q - How frequently in the past two years did the Ontario Hydro
system not maintain its planned 24% reserve capacity?
A - Establishing reserve requirements depends on a number of
factors. The reserve requirements may range from 10-12% to
25-30%. Hydraulic dominated utilities would require less
reserve because it is possible to get hydraulic plants back on
line quicker if maintenance problems occur. The size of the
system and the number of large units will also affect reserve
requirements. For example, more reserve is required if the
system is small but has large units. Ontario Hydro doesn’t
consider mothballed plants in the determination of reserve.
Ontario Hydro has operated during wintertime at 14% reserve.
Q - Was there any impact on the cost of generating electricity
during the past two summers due to low water levels (eg.
increased expense of obtaining raw materials)?
A - Yes, more coal was burned which meanselectricity was more
expensive to produce.
Q — Have an plants had difficulty in meeting regulations
governing either the temperature of cooling water released to
a receiVing water body or atmospheric emissions during the
last two years? Did any plant shutdowns result?
A - Yes, but refer to (60, 61) for details. Ontario Hydro is
committed to reducing acid gas emissions by 50-60% between
1989-1994. Condensor fouling has periodically resulted in
unit de-rating.
Q - Have any plants experienced adverse impacts on generating
capacity due to higher temperatures of intake cooling water
during the past two years?
A - Yes, but referto (53, 61) for details.
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 8. Q - Can the information from 1988 be used to model system
response or dynamics to simulate perturbations of a range of
extreme heat/drought events?
A - Possibly, but it may be misleading to use 1988 or any
other single year.
Iv. nigh later Planning and Operations
1. Q - goes Ontario Hydro have a high water level contingency
plan.
A - No, except to try and minimize impacts on the environment.
Also, concern was expressed over SON regulation plans, in that
flow may be reduced when it is needed and increased when it is
not needed (ie. beyond capacity).
2. Q - At high water levels (eg. levels higher than those
observed in the summers of 1985 and 1986), would there be a
problem with receipt or handling of raw materials in the case
of thermal facilities or tailwater problems in the case of
hydro plants?
A - It was suggested that there are no real problems.
V. Existing Facilities/Capability of the System
1. Q - Transmission capabilities between Ontario Hydro and
Quebec, Manitoba, Michigan and New York?
A - See map provided by Dave Goulding. It was emphasized that
it is meaningless to Simply add mw capability. Transmission
can be highly variable and depends on system conditions.
2. Q - How much electricity is lost in transmission? Is any
research being carried out at Ontario Hydro to reduce
transmission losses?
A - A 4% transmission loss, on average, is observed over the
whole year (higher losses occur at peak times and lower losses
occur at non-peak times). In addition a 4% distribution loss,
on average, is observed. Research into decreased losses
includes: compact conduction, refurbishing line conductors,
upgrading voltage of lines, and monitoring the state of
superconductivity research. It is not forseen that
superconductivity will be important in the near future.
3. Q - What is the status of plans to convert the Lennox plant
from oil to coal? Will the Hearn and Keith plants remain
mothballed in the near future? Do mothballed or
decommissioned plants have to obtain new operating permits in
order to start up again?
A — There are no plans to convert Lennox to coal. Currently,
there is only one unit that is not operating at the Lennox
plant. Hearn and Keith could be brought online, depending on
demand. Approval certificates are maintained for mothballed
plants and therefore don’t haveto be re-obtained to bring a
plant online again. A certificate update may have to be
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 obtained if the plant has been changed in any way (eg. oil to
coal).
4. Q - It was recently announced that Ontario Hydro will spend
$2.5 billion by the end of the century to cut acid emissions
from its plants by 60%.
Are further reductions planned beyond
the year 2000?
Are emission standards less stringent for
older plants than for plants that would be built in the
future?
Does Ontario Hydro perceive
possibleadverse public
reaction to increased rates due to retro-fitting scrubbers?
A - At the moment, Ontario Hydro is decreasing emissions more
rapidly than government controls require.
It was not known
how long this rate of decrease will continue.
It was not
expected that additional government regulations will be
introduced after the year 2000.
By law, Ontario Hydro is now
limited to 430000 tonnes/year of 80x, NOx emissions and this
will be reduced to 250000 tonnes by 1994.
Emission standards
for older plants are less stringent than for newer plants.
VI. Drought Planning
1. Q - What are the system reliability thresholds in terms of
various scenarios of these events, and can they be
realistically modelled?
A - Reliability evaluation is based on the concept of system
minutes (ie. peak load interrupted for 1 minute time
intervals). 25 system minutes/year is the maximum permissible
to meet reliability requirements. Reliability models are
available that could be used to evaluate reliability under
various scenarios.
VII. Impact of Measures Assessment
1. Q - How would Ontario Hydro suggest we determine impacts on
energy supply and values for study purposes?
A - In order to evaluate measures, Ontario Hydro would want to
know what extreme scenarios are to be modelled.
VIII. Planning Procedures
Information provided by Dave Goulding, Paul Burke, Bob McRae and
C.K. Jonys.
1. Q - Has Ontario Hydro’s planning considered the potential for
climatic change and the need to reduce energy use in general
and fossil use in particular?
2. Q - Has the planning taken into account possible climate
feedbacks due to what appears to be acceptance of continued
growth in the scale of economic acitivity and power
generation?

















































































fuels and promote demand side management,
nuclear power and
NUGs.
Q - It is suggested in report 666-SP
(p. 4-9) that variations
in peak demand due to weather is one of the uncertainties that
is taken into account
in designing the power system.
How is
this done?
A - The variations in peak demand due
toweather are buried in
the total load growth uncertainty for the long term.
For the
short term,
there is a variable allowance of 3%.
Generally,
short term forecasts are done using weather—normalized data.
It is felt that there is not sufficient evidence to build a
trend
into the weather at this time.
The forecast model could
take trended data.
Notes:
If imports are used to get over a contingency, there
is a determined amount of time to get back to reserve after
the contingency.
Interties can make up shortages on a short
1-2 hour basis, but normal operations require power
sales/purchases.
Therefore, reliability interties would not
be used to get an area through a drought.
Long term reliance
has to be contracted.
It is generally perceived that if a
neighbouring utility abuses the intertie system that it will
be cut off.
Quebec and Ontario are not intertied, they have
radial access.
Q - It is assumed under the long range load forecast that
stability of social, economic and financial institutions will
be retained, and that no international crisis will affect the
Canadian financial system. How did the stock market
adjustment of October 1987 affect demand for electricity?
will free trade affect consumption forecasts?
A - The stock market adjustment really didn’t affect demand.
A free trade stud
has been done, and it is predicted that
economic growth will be 3% more than without free trade.
rowth in electricity demand may be higher than general
industrial growth because electric-intensive industries may be
favored. The positive effects may not be felt until 1992.
Ontario has been moving towards appliance standards, but the
province may now take on U.S. standards. Ontario Hydro
estimates a 5-6% energy savings could be realized by improving















































































a period of time, not all at once.






















































































energy storage or load
but it is noted that





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































targeted a 20 mw savings. Potentially, there could be a 900
mW savings if all light bulbs in Ontario were replaced, but
this is not realistic. Large industrial consumers don’t want
the utilities to gamble with developing new methods of energy
generation and conservation at the expense of conventional
technologies. In the past, electric water heating was
promoted, but this is no longer the case. It was suggested
that electro-technologies are not actively pursued, but
Ontario Hydro does provide information when it is needed. It
is emphaSized that in some cases, even though electric demand
is increased, it ma displace less efficient (energy-wise)
methods or less enVironmentally sound industrial processes.
Ontario Hydro is accelerating demand side management
initiatives. The money is there, but the initiatives are
still in the growth stage.
Q - Has an energy efficiency act been introduced in Ontario?
A - Yes, see handout. It is still not possible to tell
manufacturers not to produce inefficient appliances, but the
teeth are in the act to get going in this direction. This
would be a government and not an Ontario Hydro sponsored
action.
Q - Could you discuss new electro-technologies that may
increase the demand for electricity? Arethese tecnologies
being actively promoted?
A - Examples include thermo-mechanical pulping, which would
increase the electric share of the pulp and paper industry.
The steel industry also may havea similar shift. The
increase in demand due to all new electro-technologies would
only be l-2%. Electro-technologies are not as activel
promoted as they were previously. No financial incentives are





QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PROM HYDRO-QUEBEC MEETING
APRIL 19, 1989
Karkoting
Q — What is the current level of Quebec interest in surplus
energy? ie. Is Quebec interested in further development of
hydropower for the export market in the short term and
domestic market consumption in the long range? (p.47)
A - Surplus sales were reduced in 1988 because of low water
levels and it is expected that surplus sales will be reduced
even further in 1989 (also see diagrams and tables of e ort
sales that were provided by Hydro-Quebec). In general, 1t is
thought that even if average rainfall is experienced over the
next couple of years, surplus sales will be reduced in the
short term. Last winter, Hydro-Quebec was forcedto purchase
800 mw of power from Alcan Aluminum (Que.), New Brunswick and
New York. Long term development is oriented toward marketing
outside Quebec that maximizes profits from export sales and
other advantages offered by interconnections with
neighbouring systems. Transmission systems are being
improved, in part, to facilitate future exports and this will
be particularly important as hydro capacity is added. Some
of the additional capacity will be exported for profit. The
long term external market sales objectives are in the range
of an additional 3500-4500 mW by 2000 (see overhead A82 for
the summary of signed agreements for future sales).
Q - Briefly explain the current status of the four marketing
programs: dual energy heating; industrial rate discounts;
boilers; and electro-technologies. (p.6)
A — Dual energy heatin is available to the residential,
commercial and industrial sectors. This system entails using
electric heating in off-peak hours and oil, for example,
during peak demand hours. This program is expected to reduce
demand by 2000 mW by 1998. A similar dual energy system is
available for industrial boilers. The advantages of the dual
system for industrial boilers are: i) cheaper electric energy
can be used and therefore savings are incurred during off-
hours, but the strain on the electric supply is not
significantly increased during peak hours; and ii) a possble
reduction in demand. Industrial rate discounts were
available in the early 80’s when there was surplus
electricity. The discounts were used to encourage immediate
industrial growth in the province, but such discounts are no
longer available. However, flexible rates are offered to
metals companies (ie. higher rates in good economic times,
lower rates in bad times). There are no such schemes for the
pulp and paper industry. Electrotechnologies are promoted if
the technologies improve energy efficiency. The more
efficient technologies may replace other energy sources (eg.
oil) that are less environmentally acceptable and finite (1e.
non-renewable) in nature. An interruptible power program
also is being promoted. It is expected that this program









































































































































































































reliability criteria and should have taken this into























































































A - It is believed that conservation




































It was suggested that current conservation gains
cost $140/MGH,

















of wise use of electricity?
A - This refers primarily to the dual energy and
interruptible power programs.
Planning
Q - Given that installed and planned generating capacity is
almost all hydroelectric,
what are the attitudes and plans of
Hydro-Quebec towards the potential for climatic change and
the need to reduce energy use?
A - Hydro-Quebec is doing climatic change studies in
assoc1ation with Environment Canada and private consultants.
It is thought that the warming associated with a doubling of
the C02 levels would decrease demand in the winter (ie. lower
heating requirements) and increase demand in the summer (ie.
greater air conditioning requirements).
The net result would
be a decrease in demand.
Changes on the supply side are not
clear.
It is thought that a 3-4 TWH reduction would be
experienced at the St. Lawrence project due to lower levels.
However,
there is disagreement between studies whether
production would decrease or increase in the northern part of
the province.
It is believed that if the climatic and
associated hydrologic changes were gradual, Hydro-Quebec
could adjustto the new conditions.
Q - Has the policy of "sustainable development" been included
in Hydro—Quebec planning?
A - Yes, sustainable development is an e
licit Hydro-Quebec
goal (see official policy statements prov1ded at the
meeting).
Q - How are environmental concerns addressed in the Hydro-
Quebec planning policy?
A - Hydro-Quebec employs approximately 280 people to work on
environmentally related projects (this includes in-house
personnel and consultants), and spends $25 million per year
on environmental studies. Environmental policy explicitly
includes the concept of sustainable development. A unique
aspect of the Hydro-Quebec environmental study plan is the
consideration of cumulative environmental effects as well as
single project effects. The cumulative environmental effect
prOJect began in 1987 and considers the net impact of all
Hydro-Quebec development on the environment. In the
development of a sin le project, the most appropriate design
that also limits env1ronmental impacts is chosen. Decisions
on single pro'ects are made based on environmental as well as
economic con51derations. The environmental assessment is
done in-house, but is subject to inspection by provincial
environment officials. Detailed, official environmental
policy statements also were provided at the meeting.
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Q - How are large Hydro-electric facilities financed?
ie.
National capital markets, International capital markets?
A - Approximately 30-35% of the financing is done externally
and the remainder is done internally.
Q - Do U.S. utilities participate in finanacing? ie.
ConEdison of New York?
A - No.
Production nodal
Q - Is there a province-wide or regional electric energy
production model available that might be used to assess the
economic impact of measures being considered in the IJC
study?
A - Yes. The various models are used when evaluating
different time intervals, from real time to long term (10-20
years). A deterministic approach is used for short term
evaluations while a stochastic approach is used for longer
term evaluations.
Q - If such a model exists, what are the principal
assumptions of the model and how does it adjust for price
level changes?
A - It does not adjust for price level changes because Hydro-
Quebec basically is a hydraulic system.
Q - What is the geographic scope of the production model?
A - Province—wide.
Q - Are there any existing links with Ontario, New Brunswick,
New York or New England that are used to optimize the energy
supply?
A - No, but interaction with Alcan Aluminum and Churchill
Falls is considered.
Q - Would it be possible, assuming Ontario Hydro and the NYPP
have similar models, to link production models on a large
regional basis for study purposes?
A - It would be difficult.
Q - Can the general operational criteria and procedures for
production model decision making be explained? .
A - Yes, when needed. .
Q - How are plant factor modifications made within the
production model? Since many plants are capable of producing
additional energy, albeit at a higher price, from a capacity
perspective, does the model automatically adjust the plant
factor on a mill/kw or other basis?






Q — What is the Hydro-Quebec management philosophy, mission,
or policy as a Provincial Corporation concerning Domestic
es?
A — Hydro-Quebec would like to maintain a 13% return on
equity and it is felt that this can be done if rates keep
pace with inflation.
Q - What is the regulatory procedure for establishing energy
rates? Is there an internal/domestic economy rate setting
procedure as well as a separate export rate setting
procedure?
A — The rates are examined by a parliamentary commission and
the rate proposal is then sent to cabinet for approval.
Integnational exports are supervised by the National Energy
Boar .
Q - Does the Hydro-Quebec Charter require subsidized,
breakeven, low, average cost, marginal cost or other basis
for internal, domestic, or export rates?
A - This question was not specifically addressed at the
meeting, but Hydro-Quebec indicated that average cost is used
in terms of a typical pricing schedule.
Q - Does Hydro-Quebec offer subsidized or preferential rates
as an economic development incentive?
A - Not at present, although such rates were offered to
industry in the 1980’s to encourage rapid development.
Flexible rates are offered to metals companies (see Marketing
question #2 for further details).
Q - How does Hydro-Quebec establish customer class rates, ie.
residential, commercial, industrial rates? '
A - See Hydro-Quebec Bylaw Number 480, Establishing
Electricity Rates and Their Conditions of Application.
Copies of the bylaw (62 p.) were provided by Hydro-Quebec.
Q - What is the current rate schedule for all
internal/domestic customer classes?
A - The proportion of production cost recovered in 1988, by
customer class was:
Residential, 0.87; Small (users), 1.24; medium (users), 1.24;
large (users), 0.98.
Proposed rate increases are higher for residences (4.5%) in
1989 than, for example, commercial establishments (4.0%)











































VI. Energy Sales and Purchases
1.













Q - How are secondary energy sales prices determined?






































Q - Are pre-negotiated terms,


















A - Rates are dependent on ability to generate.
At times of
low flow, such as last year, the rates are higher.
VII. Water Flows and Existing Capabilities
1. Q - Please comment on the following summary:
St.
Lawrence River hydro-electric facilities optimum design
capacity, it could be argued, is a function of river base
flows plus probability-based additional flows up to the point
where the marginal construction cost equalled marginal
revenue.
Capacity and energy above base flow are dependant upon the
possibility, not certainty, of higher than base flow.
Probable flows (ie. energy), probable revenues (ie. energy
sales) and construction costs are the basis of optimum plant
Sizing.
Hydro-Quebec’s St. Lawrence River generating plants would not
be adversely affected by fluctuating levels and flows because
the facilities were deSigned on the basis of this condition.
Obviously,
lants would produce less energy with less flow,
but production under maximum capacity was fully anticipated
and reflected in the optimum design capacity.
Hydro-Quebec
would benefit from flows above base level but notbe harmed
by flows below plant capacity.
A - Hydro-Quebec is concerned about the premise and possible
ramifications of this summary statement. The summary is
being considered and additional views regarding the summary















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































projects and for Beauharnois?












































































































































g IIVIKTORY OF [LECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































     
  
    
   
   
   
   
 
   
  
   
  
   
   
   
l A I: F ll D l: D ll E I: F ll 6 l
.; Bridge 7x2 water
oi New York Jefferson NHPC Black River 1.7x} water
186 New York St.Lawreoce NHPE Blake 14x1 water
’ New York St.Lawren:e NHPC BrownsFalls 7.421 water
3 New York Erie NHFL C.R.Huntley 1x1 210
189 190x1 bit T,RR,N
Y 85x4 bit T,RR,N
.i 185x1 bit T,P.F:,N
192 New York St.Lawrence NNFC Colton 9.5x? water
. 9x1 water
‘Al New York Jefferson NHPE Deferit 2.923 water
,5 New York Chautauqua NHPE Dunkirk 121 210
196 185x1 bit T.RR
7 90:2 bit T,RR
‘1 195ml bit LPF’
199 New York St.Lawreoce NHPC EastNorfolk 3.621 water
New York St.Lawren:e NHFE Eel Neir 0.3x1 water
‘ 0 5):: water
02 New York Et.Lawrence NHPC Five Falls 23.?«1 water
203 New York St.Lawrence NHFC Flat Rock 2.5:? water
I New York Oswego NHFC Fulton 0.5x? water
.1 New York Orleans NHPC Blenwooo 0.3x1 water
205 0 223 water
‘ New York Uswego NHPE Granby 3.5x? water
New York St.Lawreo:e NNFC Ham-ewe 3.722 water
C9 New York Jefferson NHFC Herring; 1.1x3 water
” I New York St.Lawreoce NNPC Heuveltoo 0.422 water
New York Dewego NHPC High Dan 1x4 water
13 New York Sf.Lewrence NHFC Higley 1.1:} water
'13 New York Niagara NNFC Hydraulitﬁace 0.4x1 later
i New York Jefferson NHPC Kaoargo 1.bx2 water
i New York Dewego NNPC Lighthouse 4x1 water
216 Hill 3.8x1 water
r New York Dawego NHFC Hinetto 1.3x5 water
3 New York Oswego NHFC Nine Nile 2x2 2Fo
‘19 Point 61021 or
9"” 108021 or
1 New York St.Lawrence NNFC Norfolk 3.8x1 water
12 New York St.Lawrence NHFC Norwood 2:1 water
223 New York Orleans NHPC DakDrchard 0.3x1 water
New York St.Lawrence NHFC Dswegatchie 0.4x1 water
5 New York Oswego NHPC Dswego 1x3 2fo N,RR,Y
226 88x3 bfo N,RR,Y
7 850x1 6fo N,RE,T
3 632x1 bfo N,RR,T
119 90x1 6fo N,RF:,T
30 New York Dewego NNPC Oswego Falls 1.5x3 water
1 East
.2 New York Oswego NNPC Oswego Falls 0.3x5 water
233 Nest
New York St.Lawreoce NNPC Parishville 2.321 water
.1 New York SLLawreoce NNF'C Piercefield 1.5x1 water
‘36 0.4:! water
7 0.6x1 water
3 New York Jefferson NNFC Sewalls 1x1 water
99 0.9x1 water
240 New York St.Lawrence NHPC South Colton 18.5x1 water






















































































































































































































































































































































310 Dhio Lucas Toledo Edison Acne 7x1 bit HP:
311 Co. 25): bit FIR
312 75:1 bit RF:
313 45x1 bit RF:
314 72x1 bit RF:
- 315 108:1 bit RP.
316 Ohio Lucas TEC Bayshore 16x1 2fo HP.
317 132321 bit RR
318 13411 bit RR
319 14221 bit RP.
320 213:1 bit RF:
. 321 um Ottawa TEC Davis-Basso saw or T
322
323 Hichigan Alpana Aloena Power Fourliieﬂan 0.623 uater
324 7 Co.
. 325 Hichigao Alpine AF'C Ninth St. Dal 0.44:3 water
326 Hicbzgao Alpena AFC Nona; Point 2.821 hater
Baa 1.2x1 uater
328 Hichigan teenauc—e Village of Ciinton 0.5x2 Efo
329‘ Clinton 0.413 2’40
’30 2x1 ng
:31 Hichigar: Chippewa Cloveriano Dafth 0.213. 21o
- 332‘ Electric Coop 2.512 Bio
333 Hicbigar: Chiprua CEC Detour 2.5x? Etc
334 Hicbigan Alcona Consocars ﬁlcorva 4x2 hater
- 335 Power Co.
33 Hichigao Aiiegan CFC AllegaoDa: (1.421 Hater
337 (1.211 water
1.2x1 water
339’ Hichigan Huskegao CFC B.C. Cobb 52":3 bit 4
14322 bit 11'
341 Michigan Chafif‘v'll'ii' CF'C BigFioct 6911 or T
. 342 Point
343 Hicbigan Hanistee CFC C.H.Tippy 7x3 water
3 4 Hichigao Tosca CFC Cooke 3x3 uater
345 Hichigan Bay CF'C D.E. Karo 255:1 bit RF:
2546 260-11 bit RS:
347 628:1 crude HF:
346 638x1 crude RF:
349 Hichigan Iosco CFC FiveChannels 3.2x? water
350 Hichigan Iosco CF‘C Foote 3.32:3 water
351 Michigan Bay CPC J.C.Headock 1621 ng P
. 352 145x1 bit RF:
353 142x1 bit RF:
354 Michigan Ottawa CFC J.H.Calpbell 16x1 jettuel T
355 259x1 bit RR
356 350x'1 bit RF:
357 787x1 bit RR
358 Michigan Honroe CPC J.F.'.ﬂhiting 16x1 jetfuel T
359 9522 bit RF!
360 1207.1 bit RF:
361 Hichigan Iosco CPC Loud 2.2x2‘ water
. 3 2 Michigan Hason CPC Ludington 312:6 later
363 Hichigarz Van Buren CFC Palisades 734x1 or T
364 Hicbigan Euett CFC Straits 1021 ng P
3J5 Hicbigan iayne City of Histarst‘y 26:1 21o S



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
    

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































33 Quebec Hanicouagan HQ Hanici 184.4{totl water
73 Quebec Hanicouagan HQ Hanic2 1015.2ttot) water
735 Quebec Hanicouagan HQ HanicS 1183.2(tot) water
736 Quebec Hanicouagan HQ Hanic5 1292(tot) water
737 Quebec HQ Hitisl 6.4(tot) water
73‘ Quebec HQ Hitis? 4.2(tot) Hater
739 Quebec Hanicouagan HQ Qutarde52 453.9(tot) water
740 Quebec Hanicouagan HQ Outardes3 756.2(tot) later
741 Quebec Hanicouagan HQ Qutardes4 632(tot) water
742 Quebec Hontreal HQ Riviera des 48.3{totl uater
743 Prairies
744 Quebec La Cote- HQ Sept Chutes 18.7ltatl water
745 de-Heaupre
746 Quebec Francheville HQ Shauinigan? 182.3(tot) water
747 Quebec Francheville HQ Shaliniganl 171.9(tot) water
743 Quebec HQ St. Alban 3.0(tot) water
749 Quebec HQ St. HarCisse 15.0(tot) tater
756 Quebec HQ St. Raphael 2.6ttot) water
751 Quebec Iron Ore of SteHarguerite 17.6(tot) water
752 Canada
53 Quebec Hanicouagan La Cie Hydro HccorlickDaa 303.8(tot) water
754 Hanicouagan
755 Quebec La Haute- Papeterieﬁeed Forestville l.0(tot) water
756 Cote-Herd
757 Quebec Fortneut PapierJournal Birds 1.9(tet) water
758 Qoatar Ltee




764 Notes - data for U.S. States are sooner generating capacity. Sun-er and
765 winter generating capacities are sieilar at the power plants within the
766 Lake Counties. Sun-er capa:itv was therefore used as the representative
767 capacity. Data for Canadian Provinces are gross capacity. In lost cases
768 the capacity of each generating unit at a plant is given rather than
76? total capacity. For example, 5.3:? indicates the plant has 2 generators
770 each with a capacity of 5.3 HQ. (tot) atter the Hi capacity indicates total
771 total plant capacity is given rather than individual generatOr capacity.
772
773





77 hit - bitulinous coal sub - subbitulinous coal
 
780 ng - natural gas uh - liStE heat
781 Zto - fuel oil no. 2 lt.fueloil - light fuel oil
782 bfo - fuel oil no. 6 ur - uraniuo
7B3 crude - crude oil ligcoal - lignite coal
785 lethod of Distribution
787 RR - railroad T - truck
788 P - pipeline I - eater
 APPENDIX K
IDENTI?IBD BUB-CLASS INTERESTS
United states - Associations and Parallel Generators
1.
2.
New York Public Interest Research Group, 1124 Elmwood Ave.,
Buffalo, NY, 14222, (716) 885—2315. contact: Ms. Susan Stack.
Great Lakes United, 1300 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, NY, 14222,
(716) 886-0142. contact: Mr. Jim Ahl.
Ohio Coastal Resource Management Project, P.O. Box 3160, Kent,
OH, 44240, (216) 673-1193. contact Ms. Edith Chase.
Consolidated Hydro, 2 Greenwich Plaza, Greenwich, CT. contact:
P. Brim.
Resource Dynamics Corp., 8605 Westwood Center Dr., Vienna, VA,
22180. contact: N. Friedman.
Indeck Energy Services Inc., 1111 S. Willis Ave., Wheeling,
IL, 60090. contact: L. Kostrzewa, mgr. business development.
Bonneville McKenzie, 50-116th Ave. S.E., Suite 201, Bellevue,
WA, 98004. contact: R. McKenzie.
United states - Government Agencies
Dept. of Public Services, Office of Energy Conservation and
Environment, Agency Bldg. #3, Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY,
12333, (518) 474-5368. contact: Mr. John McLeana
New York State Energy Office, Agency Bldg. #2, Empire State
Plaza, Albany, NY, 12223, (518) 474-2190. contact:
J. Dunkleberger, Director, Technical Development Programs.
New York State Dept. of Environmental Conservation, 50 Wolf
Rd., Albany, NY, 12233, (518) 457-7230.
Dept. of Ener , Washington, DC, 20585, (202) 586-8800.
contact: Mr. William Jeffers, Office of Information
Administration.
101









































































































































































































































































Trinity Capital Corporation, 55 University Ave., Suite 310,
Toronto, Ontario, M5J 2H7. contact: J. Beatty.
Ottawa Engineering Ltd., 2747
KZB 7E1. contact: K. Bennett.
Priscilla St., Ottawa, Ontario,
ICG Utilities (Ontario) Ltd.,
Ontario, M2J 1R1. contact: P.
development.
245 Yorkland Blvd., North York,
Begenovsky, manager project
Great Lakes Power, 122 East St., Box 100, Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario, P6A 5L4. contact: E. Black
Black River Power Co., P.O. Box 10, Ramore, Ontario, POK 1R0.
contact: D. Boothe, president.
Johnston & Buchan, 275 Slater St., Suite 1500, Ottawa,
Ontario, K1P 5H9. contact: T. Brett.
Canadian/U.S. Utility Investment JVP, 9 Raven Hill, Bedford,
Nova Scotia, B4A 3L3. contact: J. Buckingham.
Rideau Falls Generating Partnership, P.O. Box 548, 5 King St.
E., Gananoque, Ontario, K7G 2V1. contact: H. Campbell.
Sundridge Power Corp., 1 York Lane, Norval, Ontario, LOP 1K0.
contact: D. Carter.
Howden Galt Inc., 1510 Birchmount Rd., Scarborough, Ontario,
M1P 2G6. contact: D. Demontmorency, president.
Consumers Gas, 100 Simcoe St., Toronto, Ontario, MSH 3G2.
contact: F. Dixon, manager new business development.
Yellow Falls Power Ltd., 1334 Bodley Rd., Mississauga,
Ontario, L8J 3W9. contact: J. Doak.
Electogen, P.O. Box 180, Georgetown, Ontario, L7G 4Y5.
contact: R. Dodokin.
Galetta Power Ltd., P.O. Box 20, RRl, Arnprior, Ontario, K7S
3G7. contact: M. Dupuis.
Cobalt Power Company Inc., Island Road, Whitefish, Ontario,
POM 3E0. contact: C. Gatten, president.
Connaught Laboratories Ltd., 1775 Steeles Ave., W.,
Willowdale, Ontario, M2R 3T4. contact: H. Gilbert.
Upper Thames River Conservation Authority, P.O. Box 6278,
Station D, London, Ontario, NSW 581. contact: R. Gold.
Pembroke Electric Light Co., 2 St. Clair Ave., E., Suite 700,
Toronto, Ontario, M4T 2T5. contact: H. Goldgut.
Shaw Industries Ltd., 25 Bethridge Rd., Rexdale, Ontario, M9W





















Kimberly-Clark, General Delivery, Terrace Bay, Ontario, POT
2W0. contact: L. Grayham, director.
Trans Canada Pipelines, P.O. Box 54, Commerce Court W.,
Toronto, Ontario, MSL 1C2. contact: F. Greflund.
Bonneville McKenzie, 1 First Canadian Place, #5900, Toronto,
Ontario. contact: H. Hall, VP development.
Multistream Power Corp., 20 Queen St. W., Suite 1104,
Toronto, Ontario, MSH 2V3. contact: 8. Headford.
Dundas Power Lines, RRl Chesterville, Ontario, KOC 1H0.
contact: F. Herkins, president.
Trans Alta Energy Systems, 110 12th Ave., SW, Calgary,
Alberta, T2P 2M1. contact: J. Howard.
Chapleau Cogeneration Ltd., P.O. Box 1346, Chapleau, Ontario,
POM 1K0. contact: W. Ivey, president.
Blue Apple Consulting, 23 Briarwood Rd., Unionville, Ontario,
L3R 2W7. contact: B. Jones.
Cogeneration Associates Ltd., 250 Bloor St., E., #1411,
Toronto, Ontario, M4W 1E6. contact: A. Juchymenko.
Cumming-Cockburn, 145 Sparks Ave., Willowdale, Ontario, M2M
255. contact: J. Juffs.
Winter Associates, 4255 Sherwoodtowne Blvd., Mississauga,
Ontario, L4Z 1Y5. contact: D. Kerr, Environmental Planner.
Carlisle Limited Partnership #1, 36-338 Hayhurst Rd.,
Brantford, Ontario, N3R 6Y9. contact: R. Kuiper.
Colautti Construction Ltd., Box 908, RRS Gloucester, Ontario,
K16 3N3. contact: D. Kurosky.
Dupont Canada Inc., P.O. Box 611, Maitland, Ontario, KOE 1P0.
contact: C. Laidley.
Union Gas Ltd., 50 Keil Dr., N., Chatham, Ontario, N7M 5M1.
contact: M. Lensink.
Barclays Bankof Canada, Roy, Tr. Twr., P.O. Box 9, TD
Center, Toronto, Ontario, MSK 1A1. contact: M. Lough, credit
manager.
Lavalin Inc., 1100 Dorchester Blvd., W., Montreal, Quebec,
H38 4P3. contact: J. Mailhot, president.
Marsh Hydro Power Inc., 118 West St., P.O. Box 7, Port
















































































































































































































528. contact: M. Rowsell.




Sarnia, Ontario, N7T 7K7. contact: B. Sawsida.
Marathon Ltd.,
Postal Bag JR, Marathon,
Ontario,
POT 2E0.
contact: G. Sanderson, electrical superintendent.
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